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The Schro¨dinger inequality is known to underlie the Kennard-Robertson inequality, which is the
standard expression of quantum uncertainty for the product of variances of two observables A and B,
in the sense that the latter is derived from the former. In this paper we point out that, albeit more
subtle, there is yet another inequality which underlies the Schro¨dinger inequality in the same sense.
The key component of this observation is the use of the weak-value operator Aw(B) introduced in
our previous works (named after Aharonov’s weak value), which was shown to act as the proxy
operator for A when B is measured. The lower bound of our novel inequality supplements that of
the Schro¨dinger inequality by a term representing the discord between Aw(B) and A. In addition,
the decomposition of the Schro¨dinger inequality, which was also obtained in our previous works
by making use the weak-value operator, is examined more closely to analyze its structure and the
minimal uncertainty states. Our results are exemplified with some elementary spin 1 and 3/2 models
as well as the familiar case of A and B being the position and momentum of a particle.
I. INTRODUCTION
The uncertainty relation epitomizes the indeterminacy
of quantum mechanics — which is a pronouncement
made originally by Heisenberg out of his penetrating ob-
servations on a number of illuminating instances. The
most notable of them is arguably the Gedankenexperi-
ment of a gamma-ray microscope [1], for which he pre-
sented a trade-off relation between error and disturbance
associated with the measurement of position x and mo-
mentum p of an electron. His relation, which was gained
by heuristic arguments, was soon superseded by a rig-
orous relation devised by Kennard [2] on the product of
variances of x and p, which was subsequently generalized
by Robertson [3] for arbitrary two observables A and B.
The outcome, which we now call the Kennard-Robertson
(KR) inequality, has become a standard textbook ma-
terial to be presented as the uncertainty relation. Most
notably, it is used for highlighting the quantum nature
of physical systems, such as the orders of lowest energy
levels of an atom. Investigation of quantum states which
minimizes the uncertainty, i.e., the minimum uncertainty
states of the KR inequality, leads to the notion of coher-
ent states, which have nowadays become a basic tool in
studying signal/image processing and quantum optics.
Whereas the KR inequality gives the restriction on the
product of variances of the two observables A and B by
a lower bound arising from their noncommutativity ex-
pressed in terms of the commutator [A,B] := AB −BA,
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there exists another source of the bound due to the co-
variance of the two observables expressed in terms of the
anticommutator {A,B} := AB+BA. These two sources
of restriction on the variances are integrated in a single
inequality known as the Schro¨dinger inequality [4], which
thus furnishes a lower bound tighter than that of the KR
inequality. The states which satisfy the lower bound of
the inequality is then called the minimum uncertainty
states of the Schro¨dinger inequality (for review articles,
see [5, 6]).
In our earlier works, we found that the Schro¨dinger
inequality admits a decomposition into two inequalities
according to the two sources, namely quantum indeter-
minacy and classical covariance [7, 8]. This was made
possible by using our geometrical picture of the operator
space utilizing the weak-value operator [7–9] named after
Aharonov’s weak value [10, 11].
In this paper, based on our previous results, we further
analyze the structure of the Schro¨dinger inequality more
extensively. Our analysis leads to an intriguing finding
that the lower bound must be supplemented by an extra
term that is proportional to the quantity representing
the discord between the two observables A and B with
respect to one another [7–9]. We further investigate in
detail the circumstances under which the extra term be-
comes significant and cannot be ignored — this amounts
to finding a novel and tighter inequality for the uncer-
tainty relation — and demonstrate that there do exist
such cases by a couple of elementary examples. There,
we observe that in one of the examples the extra term pre-
cisely fills the gap between the variances and the lower
bound of the Schro¨dinger inequality. This suggests that
our inequality incorporates a novel aspect of uncertainty
which is represented neither by the noncommutativity
nor the covariance, but by the said discord of observ-
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2ables. Various forms of improvement of the Schro¨dinger
inequality have been suggested recently [12–17], some of
which require optimization processes to establish their
lower bounds. Our new inequality is distinct from all
of them in that the improvement is implemented by an
explicit term, i.e., the aforementioned discord between
the two observables, which was shown in our previous
works to be closely related to the compatibility of two
observables.
The present paper is organized as follows. We first
provide, in Sec. II, a concise review of the main tools em-
ployed in this paper, including our geometrical picture
of Hilbert-space operators and the weak-value operator.
In Sec. III, we revisit our previous results on the decom-
position of the Schro¨dinger inequality, and subsequently
examine them more closely to analyze how the mini-
mal uncertainty states arise. We then proceed further in
Sec. IV to argue that the lower bound of the Schro¨dinger
inequality can be improved by supplementing a term re-
lated to the aforementioned discord of the observables.
Conditions under which the extra term becomes non-
vanishing will be discussed, and examples demonstrating
such cases are provided in Sec. V. The typical continu-
ous case of A and B being position x and momentum
p is then mentioned in Sec. VI, and finally, Sec. VII is
devoted to the conclusions and discussions. Two appen-
dices are attached for supplementing the text, one pro-
viding derivations of the formulae utilized in the exam-
ples, and the other offering a detailed pictorial represen-
tation of the various terms concerned in analyzing the
Schro¨dinger equality in view of our geometrical picture
of operators.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first briefly recapitulate our geomet-
ric tools and revisit the uncertainty relation of variances
in the forms of the Schro¨dinger inequality and the KR
inequality. We then review our definition of the weak-
value operator. In this section, as an introductory warm-
up, the weak-value operator will be first presented under
a certain set of assumptions that reduces it to a much
simpler form than our original general definition; in the
next section, some of the assumptions will be gradually
lifted to reveal its relatively more general form (for the
truly general form defined with full rigour, the reader is
referred to our previous works [8, 9]).
Let |ψ〉 be a quantum state [18] belonging to the
Hilbert space H of a quantum system, and let L(H) be
the set of all the linear operators acting on H. Given an
operator X ∈ L(H), we use the notation 〈X〉 := 〈ψ|X|ψ〉
to represent the expectation value associated with the
state |ψ〉 ∈ H. The set L(H) is a linear space equipped
with the inner product
(X,Y ) :=
〈
X†Y
〉
, for X,Y ∈ L(H), (1)
provided that we identify two operators X,Y for which
‖X − Y ‖ = 0 holds with the norm defined by ‖X‖ :=√
(X,X). Regarding the complex conjugation, one has
(X,Y )∗ = (Y,X). (2)
Note that the above inner product is state-dependent and
hence has to be considered at every point in the Hilbert
space H separately. Nevertheless, it provides us with a
geometric picture of the operator space [7–9], which is
a very convenient tool in analyzing the structure of the
inequality we are dealing with and even to find a novel
inequality tighter than the existing one as we shall see
later.
Now, given an observable operator A belonging to the
space of self-adjoint operators S ⊂ L(H), we introduce
the shorthand ∆A := A − 〈A〉, which allows us to write
the statistical variance
〈
(∆A)2
〉
= ‖∆A‖2 of the observ-
able A in terms of the norm. The Cauchy-Schwarz (CS)
inequality applied to the product of the variances of ob-
servables A,B ∈ S then yields
‖∆A‖2‖∆B‖2 ≥ |(∆A,∆B)|2 = |〈∆A∆B〉|2. (3)
Based on the identity
∆A∆B =
1
2
[∆A,∆B] +
1
2
{∆A,∆B}
=
1
2
[A,B] +
1
2
{∆A,∆B}, (4)
and further observing that 〈[A,B]〉 is purely imaginary
whereas 〈{∆A,∆B}〉 = 〈{A,B}〉 − 2 〈A〉〈B〉 is real, one
finds that the CS inequality (3) is equivalent to
‖∆A‖2‖∆B‖2 ≥
∣∣∣∣12 〈[A,B]〉
∣∣∣∣2+ ∣∣∣∣12 〈{A,B}〉 − 〈A〉〈B〉
∣∣∣∣2,
(5)
which is nothing but the Schro¨dinger inequality [4]. The
KR inequality [2, 3]
‖∆A‖ ‖∆B‖ ≥ 1
2
|〈[A,B]〉| (6)
then follows trivially from (5).
Since the Schro¨dinger inequality (5) is essentially the
CS inequality, its lower bound is attained if and only if
(iff)
∆A |ψ〉 = (λ+ iµ) ∆B |ψ〉 (7)
for some real numbers λ, µ. The states which satisfy the
condition (7) are called the minimum uncertainty states
of the Schro¨dinger inequality.
Next, we review our weak-value operator named after
Aharonov’s weak value. The weak value offers a novel
measurable quantity that potentially represents the phys-
ical value of A when the system is measured weakly under
a prescribed quantum process of transition. The process
is specified by the pair of an initial state |ψ〉 and a final
3state |φ〉. They are occasionally called the ‘preselected
state’ and the ‘postselected state’, respectively, to em-
phasize the fact that both states can be freely chosen
by the observer. In other words, |φ〉 is not defined as
the state determined uniquely from |ψ〉 under the uni-
tary time evolution described by the Hamiltonian of the
system. The weak value [10, 11] is then defined as
Aw :=
〈φ|A|ψ〉
〈φ|ψ〉 (8)
from the preselected state and the postselected state that
we have chosen, provided that the amplitude of the quan-
tum transition between them is non-vanishing 〈φ|ψ〉 6= 0.
For our purpose, we would like to choose one of the
eigenstates |bi〉 of an observable B as the postselected
state |φ〉, where i labels each of its distinct eigenvalues,
i.e., B |bi〉 = bi |bi〉. We here temporarily assume for sim-
plicity of arguemnts that (i) H is finite dimensional, (ii)
B is non-degenerate, and further that (iii) the transition
process is not void, i.e., 〈bi|ψ〉 6= 0. Under the assump-
tions (i)–(iii), the weak-value function [7–9] introduced
in our previous works reduces to the simple form
Aw(bi) :=
〈bi|A|ψ〉
〈bi|ψ〉 , (9)
which is nothing but the weak value Aw = Aw(bi) with
the choice |φ〉 = |bi〉. Under the same assumptions, the
weak-value operator [7–9] reduces to
Aw(B) :=
∑
i
Aw(bi) |bi〉〈bi| , (10)
where the summation is taken over all the eigenvalues of
the observable B. Note that Aw(bi) may not be real and,
accordingly, the weak-value operator Aw(B) may not be
self-adjoint in general.
In fact, the above weak-value operator is just a special
case of the operators constructed from a self-adjoint oper-
ator admitting the spectral decomposition B =
∑
i bi Πi
and a complex-valued function f(bi) as
f(B) :=
∑
i
f(bi) Πi, (11)
where Πi is the projection operator onto the eigenspace
associated with the eigenvalue bi. Under our current as-
sumptions in which B is free from degeneracy, we have
Πi = |bi〉〈bi| as a special case.
As we have mentioned in the beginning of this section,
the above definition of the weak-value operator (10), as
well as that of the general operators (11), admit general-
ization even to those B that possess continuous spectra,
in which case the summation appearing in the above defi-
nitions should be formally ‘replaced’ by the integral over
the spectrum (see [8, 9] for their general and rigorous
definitions and constructions).
Now, such operators f(B) generated by B form a linear
subspace LB ⊂ L(H) which is closed under conjugation,
that is,
f†(B) =
∑
i
f∗(bi) Πi ∈ LB (12)
for any f(B) ∈ LB . Clearly, multiplication of operators
in the space LB is commutative,
f(B) g(B) = g(B) f(B) (13)
for f(B), g(B) ∈ LB . Although the operator f(B) is not
self-adjoint unless f is a real-valued function, one may
consider its real and imaginary part
f(B) = Re f(B) + i Im f(B) (14)
in terms of the components
Re f(B) :=
f(B) + f†(B)
2
,
Im f(B) :=
f(B)− f†(B)
2i
, (15)
which are both self-adjoint. The norms of these operators
fulfill the identity
‖f(B)‖2 = ‖Re f(B)‖2 + ‖Im f(B)‖2, (16)
valid for any f(B) ∈ LB . The properties (13) and (16)
suggest that one may treat the operators f(B) as if they
were complex numbers, as long as one is working with
the linear space LB .
Returning to the finite dimensional case where the set
of assumptions (i)–(iii) are fulfilled, we refer to a remark-
able identity [7] regarding the weak-value operator:
Aw(B) |ψ〉 =
∑
i
〈bi|A|ψ〉
〈bi|ψ〉 |bi〉 〈bi|ψ〉 = A |ψ〉 . (17)
This is to say that the action of the weak-value opera-
tor (10) on the preselected state coincides with that of
the original operator A. This property follows immedi-
ately from the completeness condition
∑
i |bi〉 〈bi| = I,
where I is the identity operator in L(H). The equality
(17) may at first sound strange, because the r.h.s. is in-
dependent of B while the l.h.s. contains the weak-value
operator Aw(B) which is B-dependent. However, the B-
dependence disappears under the particular combination
of the operator A with the state |ψ〉 in the form of the
weak-value operator Aw(B); in other words, Aw(B) is de-
signed to reproduce the result of the action of A on the
state |ψ〉 by means of an operator generated by B, even
if B does not necessarily commute with A. This shows
that the weak-value operator Aw(B) acts as a proxy op-
erator of optimal choice for approximation of observables
and estimation of physical parameters [7, 8].
III. DECOMPSING THE SCHRO¨DINGER
INEQUALITY
Armed with the necessary tools to analyze the struc-
ture of the operator space L(H) with respect to a given
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FIG. 1. Geometric relations among the operators involved
[7, 8]. The projection of the operator A onto LB is its
weak-value operator Aw(B). As Aw(B) decomposes orthog-
onally into the Hermitian operator ReAw(B) and the anti-
Hermitian operator i ImAw(B), the Schro¨dinger inequality
decomposes into the two inequalities on each of them as shown
in Fig. 4. The right angle symbol indicates the validity of the
‘Pythagorean identity’ for the sides of the triangle with the
symbol.
state |ψ〉, we next revisit the decomposition of the
Schro¨dinger inequality obtained in our prior works [7, 8];
although the result has been originally demonstrated for
the general case, in this section, we will recapitulate it
under the assumptions (i)–(iii) for the sake of demonstra-
tion. Based on this decomposition, we further point to
the minimum uncertainty states of the inequality accord-
ing to the components that appear in the decomposition
separately.
We start our review by observing that the identity (17)
allows us to rewrite the variance of A as
‖∆A‖2 = ‖A− 〈A〉‖2 = ‖Aw(B)− 〈A〉‖2. (18)
Since Aw(B) − 〈A〉 ∈ LB , one may choose this as f(B)
in (16) to obtain
‖Aw(B)− 〈A〉‖2 = ‖ReAw(B)− 〈A〉‖2 + ‖ImAw(B)‖2.
(19)
Secondly, we note that, with the inner product intro-
duced in (1), the identity (17) implies
(A, f(B)) = (Aw(B), f(B)) (20)
for any f(B) ∈ LB . This indicates that the projection of
A onto the subspace LB is given byAw(B) (see Fig. 1). In
particular, when f(B) ∈ SB ⊂ LB is self-adjoint, where
SB denotes the space of self-adjoint operators generated
by B (which consists of those operators that are con-
structed from real-valued functions), one has
Re(A, f(B)) = (ReAw(B), f(B)), (21)
Im(A, f(B)) = −(ImAw(B), f(B)), (22)
which can be readily confirmed from (15) and (20).
In order to form the product of variances, we multiply
both sides of (19) by ‖∆B‖2, and subsequently apply the
CS inequality to the product appearing in the first term
in the r.h.s. to obtain
‖ReAw(B)− 〈A〉‖2‖∆B‖2 ≥ |(ReAw(B)− 〈A〉 ,∆B)|2
= |(ReAw(B),∆B)|2
= |Re(A,∆B)|2
= |Re(A,B)− 〈A〉 〈B〉|2,
(23)
where (21) is used. Then, since Re(A,B) = Re 〈AB〉 =
1
2 〈{A,B}〉, one finds [7, 8]
‖ReAw(B)− 〈A〉‖ ‖∆B‖ ≥
∣∣∣∣12 〈{A,B}〉 − 〈A〉 〈B〉
∣∣∣∣.
(24)
This gives one half of the lower bound of the Schro¨dinger
inequality (5).
The remaining half will come from the product appear-
ing in the second term in the r.h.s. of (19) after ‖∆B‖2
is multiplied. In a similar vein, by applying the CS in-
equality, one obtains
‖ImAw(B)‖2‖∆B‖2 ≥ |(ImAw(B),∆B)|2
= |Im(A,∆B)|2
= |Im(A,B)|2, (25)
where we have used (22). From Im(A,B) = Im 〈AB〉 =
1
2 〈[A,B]〉, one finds [7, 8]
‖ImAw(B)‖ ‖∆B‖ ≥
∣∣∣∣12 〈[A,B]〉
∣∣∣∣, (26)
which is the remaining half of the Schro¨dinger inequality
(5) as expected.
In summary, we have decomposed the variance ‖∆A‖2
into two terms, one containing ReAw(B) and the other
ImAw(B), and then applied the CS inequality separately
for the two terms after the variance ‖∆B‖2 is multiplied.
The result is (24) and (26), which are obviously the two
components giving the lower bound of the Schro¨dinger
inequality (5). This decomposed set of inequalities is, in
principle, more informative than the combined one; since
the latter form (5) can be derived from the former by
summing the squares of the both-hand sides of (24) and
(26), and applying (19) to the l.h.s., but the converse is
not always true.
Since both (24) and (26) are based on the CS inequal-
ity, their lower bounds hold iff
(ReAw(B)− 〈A〉) |ψ〉 = λ∆B |ψ〉 , (27)
ImAw(B) |ψ〉 = µ∆B |ψ〉 , (28)
for some real numbers λ, µ, respectively. The lower
bound of the Schro¨dinger inequality (5) holds when both
are satisfied simultaneously. Indeed, by using (14) and
(17), and combining with (27) and (28) we find
∆A |ψ〉 = (Aw(B)− 〈A〉) |ψ〉
= [(ReAw(B)− 〈A〉) + i ImAw(B)] |ψ〉
= (λ+ iµ)∆B |ψ〉 , (29)
5which is precisely the minimum uncertainty condition (7)
for the Schro¨dinger inequality. In Sec. VI, we shall dis-
cuss how our decomposed conditions (27) and (28) work
when we obtain the minimum uncertainty states for the
familiar case of position and momentum.
IV. TIGHTER INEQUALITIES
Based on our geometric description of operators,
the weak-value operator, and the decomposition of the
Schro¨dinger inequality, which we have just reviewed in
Secs. II and III, we now show that it is possible to im-
prove the Schro¨dinger inequality into the new inequality
‖∆A‖2‖∆B‖2 ≥
∣∣∣∣12 〈[A,B]〉
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣12 〈{A,B}〉 − 〈A〉 〈B〉
∣∣∣∣2
+ E(A,B), (30)
where
E(A,B) := ‖A−Aw(B)‖2‖∆B‖2, (31)
is an extra term that supplements the lower bound.
Clearly, this inequality becomes strictly tighter than the
Schro¨dinger inequality (5) as long as the extra term
E(A,B) is non-vanishing.
Before we proceed further, we shall remark that, once
the inequality (30) is established, one can always ex-
change A and B for one another to have E(B,A) in place
of E(A,B) in the above inequality. This suggests that
one may also obtain an inequality that is symmetric with
respect to the two observable A and B. For instance, one
may trivially replace E(A,B) in (30) with the maximum
Emax(A,B) := max {E(A,B), E(B,A)} (32)
of the two asymmetric terms, and the inequality still re-
mains valid; in fact, this actually offers a better lower
bound than either of those realized by the asymmetric
terms E(A,B) or E(B,A). Another way to obtain a
symmetric inequality is to replace E(A,B) with
E˜(A,B) := ‖A−Aw(B)‖2‖B −Bw(A)‖2, (33)
which is possible in view of ‖∆B‖ ≥ ‖B −Bw(A)‖, al-
though this offers the worst lower bound among all the
other possible inequalities we have mentioned so far.
Still, the choice (33) has an advantage in that the extra
term consists purely of the contributions of the degree of
proximity [7–9] between the two observables A and B in
terms of the other. In this paper, we solely focus on the
inequality (30) that adopts the asymmetric term E(A,B)
in order to simplify our discussion; however, the follow-
ing line of analysis should be, in principle, applicable to
the other forms Emax(A,B) and E˜(A,B) as well.
Now we shall discuss when our extra term E(A,B) is
non-vanishing, which amounts to proving the inequality
(30) as well. For this, we first note that the key prop-
erty (17) appears to suggest that the discord between the
operators A and Aw(B) vanishes identically
‖A−Aw(B)‖ = 0, (34)
and hence E(A,B) = 0.
At this point, we must point to the fact that the prop-
erty (17) has only been shown to be valid under the in-
troductory conditions (i)–(iii) we have been assuming so
far. For the purpose of this paper, it is necessary to lift
the assumptions (ii) and (iii), which amounts to include
the case in which B is degenerate or 〈bi|ψ〉 = 0 for some
i, leaving us with the finite dimensional condition (i).
Under such condition, our weak-value function [7–9] is
shown to reduce to
Aw(bi) :=

〈ΠiA〉
〈Πi〉 for 〈Πi〉 6= 0,
ci, for 〈Πi〉 = 0,
(35)
where Πi are the projection operators introduced in (11)
and ci are arbitrary complex numbers. The arbitrari-
ness of ci does not affect the resultant inequality (30) as
we shall confirm by means of direct computation in (45)
later. We note again that the last assumption (i) can be
also lifted so that continuous observables — such as the
position and momentum operators discussed in Sec. VI
— may receive proper treatment (see our previous works
[8, 9] for the general and rigorous formulation); in sim-
ple terms, this will be formally achieved by replacing the
summation by integration in (35).
An important fact is that, while (17) becomes no longer
valid in general once we lift the assumptions (ii)–(iii), the
identity (20) still remains valid even for the most general
case [7–9]. To confirm this under the assumption (i), we
shall resort to direct computation in this paper. To this
end, we first note that, based on the expression (35), the
weak-value operator reduces to
Aw(B) =
∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈ΠiA〉
〈Πi〉 Πi +
∑
i
〈Πi〉=0
ciΠi. (36)
Since 〈Πi〉 = 0 implies Πi |ψ〉 = 0, we find that the action
of Aw(B) on the state |ψ〉 reads
Aw(B) |ψ〉 =
∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈ΠiA〉
〈Πi〉 Πi |ψ〉 , (37)
which may not be equal to A |ψ〉, thereby potentially in-
validating the identity (17) as mentioned. On the other
6hand, the validity of (20) can be directly confirmed as
(Aw(B), f(B)) =
〈 ∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈ΠiA〉∗
〈Πi〉 Πi
∑
j
f(bj)Πj
〉
=
〈 ∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈ΠiA〉∗
〈Πi〉 Πif(bi)
〉
=
∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈ΠiA〉∗ f(bi)
=
〈
A
∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
f(bi)Πi
〉
=
〈
A
( ∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
f(bi)Πi +
∑
i
〈Πi〉=0
f(bi)Πi
)〉
= (A, f(B)) (38)
by making use of the identity ΠiΠj = δijΠi.
In what follows, we make use of the identity (20) to
point to our desired inequality (30). For this, we just
choose f(B) = Aw(B)− 〈A〉 in (20) to obtain
(A−Aw(B), Aw(B)− 〈A〉) = 0. (39)
This allows us to exploit the ‘Pythagorean identity’ (see
Fig. 1)
‖∆A‖2 = ‖A−Aw(B)‖2 + ‖Aw(B)− 〈A〉‖2 (40)
to arrive at our inequality (30) immediately by following
the same procedure for obtaining the decomposition (24)
and (26) of the Schro¨dinger inequality, starting from (19)
applied to the second term in the r.h.s. of (40).
With respect to the decomposed form, we can argue
that it still leads to the original form (5) in the same way
we have shown in Sec. III, using (40) additionally. We
also notice that it can attain the minimum uncertainty
even when E(A,B) 6= 0, where the original form cannot
attain as is evident in the new inequality (30).
We have reviewed in Sec. III that, under the elemen-
tary assumptions (i)–(iii), the term (34) trivially van-
ishes, thereby reducing the general form (40) to the spe-
cial case (18). This implies that, in order for our in-
equality (30) to be truly different from the Schro¨dinger
inequality and becomes nontrivial E(A,B) 6= 0, we must
examine the cases where (ii) and (iii) are no longer as-
sumed. In the next section, we shall analyze our inequal-
ity more closely and provide some elementary examples
where E(A,B) 6= 0 is indeed realized.
V. PROPERTIES OF THE EXTRA TERMS
In this section, we explore our inequality (30) and
observe two important properties on the extra term
E(A,B), before presenting explicit examples for which
E(A,B) 6= 0. The first property is that (a) if the dimen-
sion of the Hilbert space H is less than three, then we
have E(A,B) = 0 identically and hence our inequality
(30) reduces to the Schro¨dinger inequality (5). In other
words, for our inequality (30) to be significant, we need
dimH ≥ 3. The second is that (b) if the operator B has
only two distinct eigenvalues, then the lower bound of our
inequality is always attained irrespective of the choice of
the state |ψ〉.
Both of these properties require us to consider the gen-
eral case where E(A,B) 6= 0, and to this end we first
choose f(B) = Aw(B) in the identity (20) to obtain
(A,Aw(B)) = (Aw(B), A) = ‖Aw(B)‖2, (41)
which allows us to rewrite (see Fig. 1 for the geometric
interpretation [7–9])
‖A−Aw(B)‖2 = ‖A‖2 − ‖Aw(B)‖2. (42)
Our concern is the second term in the r.h.s. of (42), which
upon inserting (37) becomes
‖Aw(B)‖2 =
〈∑
i
|Aw(bi)|2Πi
〉
=
∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
∣∣∣∣ 〈ΠiA〉〈Πi〉
∣∣∣∣2 〈Πi〉+ ∑
i
〈Πi〉=0
|ci|2 〈Πi〉
=
∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈ψ|A |Πiψ〉〈Πiψ|〈Πi〉 A|ψ〉 . (43)
Since for non-degenerate i for which Πi = |bi〉〈bi|, the
summand in (43) is simplified as
|Πiψ〉〈Πiψ|
〈Πi〉 =
|bi〉 〈bi|ψ〉 〈ψ|bi〉 〈bi|
〈ψ|bi〉 〈bi|ψ〉 = |bi〉〈bi| = Πi, (44)
which implies that components for non-degenerate i in
the second term cancels with those in the first term
‖A‖2 = ∑i 〈AΠiA〉 in the r.h.s. of (42), leaving us with
‖A−Aw(B)‖2 =
∑
i
〈Πi〉=0
〈AΠiA〉+
∑
degenerate i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈AΠψ⊥i A〉 ,
(45)
where
Πψ
⊥
i := Πi −
|Πiψ〉〈Πiψ|
〈Πi〉 . (46)
We then recognize that there are two possibilities for
E(A,B) 6= 0. One of them is the case where the state
|ψ〉 happens to be a zero eigenstate 〈Πi〉 = 0 of the oper-
ator Πi for some i and further the condition 〈AΠiA〉 6= 0
holds. The other, more generic, case occurs when the
7state |ψ〉 fulfills 〈Πi〉 6= 0 together with 〈AΠψ
⊥
i A〉 6= 0
for some degenerate i. In passing, we recall again that
the quantity (42) represents the discord [7–9] between
the proxy operator for A by the measurement of B, and
hence our examination of whether it vanishes or not is
equivalent to whether the discord disappears or not.
To confirm the first property (a) announced above, let
us exclude from our consideration the special case where
B is proportional to the identity operator I, since in that
case we have ‖∆B‖2 = 0 and hence E(A,B) = 0 trivially.
Obviously, the cases dimH = 1 and dimH = 2 with
a degenerate B fall into this trivial category. For the
case dimH = 2 with a non-degenerate B, we find from
(45) that ‖A−Aw(B)‖2 6= 0 may be possible only when
the state |ψ〉 fulfills either 〈Π1〉 = 0 or 〈Π2〉 = 0. If
〈Π1〉 = 0, then one must have |ψ〉 = |b2〉 (up to a phase)
for which ‖∆B‖2 = 〈B2〉 − 〈B〉2 = 0 again, putting
E(A,B) = 0. The other choice 〈Π2〉 = 0 does not alter
the situation either, showing the first property (a) as we
promised.
Next, to confirm the second property (b), we recall the
fact that the inequality in (30) is derived by applying the
decomposed Schro¨dinger inequality, (24) and (26), in the
decomposition (19) obtained from the second term in the
r.h.s. of (40) while keeping the first term as it is. This
suggests that the condition of equality remains also the
same, namely, the lower bound of our inequality holds iff
both of the conditions (27) and (28) are satisfied.
Now, suppose that B has only two distinct eigenvalues,
b1 and b2. For nontrivial situations ‖∆B‖2 6= 0, we may
assume 〈Πi〉 6= 0 for i = 1, 2, since if 〈Π1〉 = 0, say, then
〈Π2〉 = 1 − 〈Π1〉 = 1 on account of Π1 + Π2 = I. It
follows that
‖∆B‖2 = b22 〈Π2〉 − b22 〈Π2〉2 = 0, (47)
showing that we have ended up with the trivial situation.
Once 〈Πi〉 6= 0 is assured, then we may observe that
Aw(B)− 〈A〉 =
2∑
i=1
(
〈ΠiA〉
〈Πi〉 −
〈
2∑
j=1
ΠjA
〉)
Πi
=
[ 〈Π1A〉
〈Π1〉 (1− 〈Π1〉)− 〈Π2A〉
]
Π1
+
[ 〈Π2A〉
〈Π2〉 (1− 〈Π2〉)− 〈Π1A〉
]
Π2
= (Aw(b1)−Aw(b2)) [〈Π2〉Π1 − 〈Π1〉Π2],
(48)
and also that
∆B =
2∑
i=1
(
bi −
2∑
j=1
bi 〈Πj〉
)
Πi
= [b1(1− 〈Π1〉)− b2 〈Π2〉]Π1
+ [b2(1− 〈Π2〉)− b1 〈Π1〉]Π2
= (b1 − b2) [〈Π2〉Π1 − 〈Π1〉Π2], (49)
to conclude
Aw(B)− 〈A〉 = Aw(b1)−Aw(b2)
b1 − b2 ∆B. (50)
Operation of the real and imaginary parts of the both
sides of (50) on the state |ψ〉 gives (27) and (28), respec-
tively, with λ and µ determined accordingly. We thus see
the second property (b) that the condition for attaining
the lower bound of our inequality is satisfied if B has
only two distinct eigenvalues. Note that this is valid for
arbitrary ψ and A.
In the rest of this section, we will present two examples
which exhibit these two properties. The first example is
a simple spin-1 system with dimH = 3. Let σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
and σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
be the two Pauli matrices. We choose
then the two observables A, B and the family of states
|ψ〉 as
A =
σ1
1
 , B =
σ2
1
 , |ψ〉 = 1√
N
xy
z
 ,
(51)
where x, y, z ∈ C and N := |x|2 + |y|2 + |z|2. With these,
we can evaluate the extra term E(A,B) in (31) explicitly
as
E(A,B) =
2|z|2
N3
(N − |z|2 − 2|x||y| cos θ)
× (N − |z|2 + 2|x||y| sin θ), (52)
where θ := arg(x)− arg(y) is the difference between the
arguments of x and y (see Appendix A for the deriva-
tion). Since E(A,B) in (52) depends only on θ and
the absolute values of x, y, and z, we illustrate how it
varies with respect to these parameters in Fig. 2, assum-
ing N = 1, θ = 0 for simplicity. The fact that E(A,B)
is non-vanishing in this case ensures that our inequality
is definitely tighter than the Schr¨odinger inequality here.
Furthermore, since B in (51) has two distinct eigenval-
ues ±1, the r.h.s. of our inequality (30) is actually equals
to the l.h.s., that is, the lower bound is attained as an-
nounced by the property (b).
Next we consider a little more complicated example of
a spin-3/2 system with dimH = 4. For the observables
and states, let us choose
A =

σ1
1
−1
 , B =

σ2
1
0
 , |ψ〉 = 1√N ′

1
0
1
t
 .
(53)
with t ∈ R and N ′ := 2 + |t|2. Fig. 3 illustrates the
various relevant terms related to our inequality, which
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FIG. 2. The extra term E(A,B) evaluated in (52) in the spin-1 example (51). The symbols |x|, |y|, and |z| correspond to each
component of the state ψ in (51). The states lie on the surface of the dark gray sphere with radius 1. The radial distance
between the inner sphere and the outer lilght green membrane (the length of the double-headed arrow in (c)) represents the
value of the extra term E(A,B) evaluated at the state ψ specified by the arrow on the inner sphere. Panel (c) shows the
situation on the dissected |z|-|x| and |z|-|y| planes, where E(A,B) is maximized when |z| = 1/√3 and |x| = 0 or |y| = 0.
Meanwhile, E(A,B) vanishes when |x| = |y| or |z| = 0 as illustrated by two dashed lines in (a) and (b).
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the Schrödinger ineq.
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FIG. 3. Contributions of the various extra terms to fill the
gap between the l.h.s. and the r.h.s. of our inequality (30)
evaluated for the spin-3/2 example (53) as functions of t. The
lowermost solid line represents the contribution of the r.h.s.
of the Schro¨dinger inequality (5), namely, the sum of the first
and the second terms in the r.h.s. of (30). The uppermost
solid line represents the l.h.s., which is just the product of the
variances ‖∆A‖2‖∆B‖2.
shows that the extra terms are indeed non-vanishing. It
also shows that the lower bound is not attained with ei-
ther the extra terms E(A,B) and E˜(A,B), while it is at-
tained with E(B,A) (which is equivalent to Emax(A,B)
in this case). The reason for the latter is that, since
A has only two distinct eigenvalues ±1, the property
(b) ensures that E(B,A), instead of E(A,B), furnishes
the equality. In short, we have seen here an exam-
ple where the Schr¨odinger inequality never attains its
lower bound while our improved inequality does with the
proper choice of the extra term.
VI. REMARKS ON THE CONTINUOUS CASE
In the previous two sections, we have reviewed the de-
composed form [7, 8] of the Schro¨dinger inequality (24),
(26) and the tighter inequality (30) as well as the asso-
ciated two conditions for the minimum uncertainty (27),
(28). We now consider the case of continuous observables
by taking up the familiar example of a particle moving
on a line and using the momentum and the position as
the two observables, A = pˆ, B = xˆ. In order to treat
pˆ and xˆ, we pretend in this paper that all the impor-
tant properties we have recapitulated so far remain valid
even for continuous observables, once we formally ‘re-
place’ the summation over the indices i by integration
over the spectrum; as we have mentioned earlier, this is
in fact guaranteed for the general case with full rigour
[8, 9].
Let us first inspect the states fulfilling the conditions,
(27) and (28), separately. Multiplying the both sides of
(27) by 〈x| from left, we have
Im
ψ′(x)
ψ(x)
=
λ
~
(x− 〈x〉) + 〈p〉
~
, (54)
where ψ(x) := 〈x|ψ〉 is the wave function. The general
solution of (54) is then found as
ψ(x) = C1 exp
[
i
(
λ
2~
(x− 〈x〉)2 + 〈p〉
~
x
)]
ea(x), (55)
with a constant C1 and an arbitrary real function a(x).
We thus learn that the condition (27) determines the
9state in the phase part. Similarly, from (28) we have
Re
ψ′(x)
ψ(x)
= −µ
~
(x− 〈x〉), (56)
whose general solution is
ψ(x) = C2 exp
[
− µ
2~
(x− 〈x〉)2
]
eiθ(x), (57)
with a constant C2 and an arbitrary real function θ(x).
This shows that the condition (28) determines the state
in the modulus part.
Since the minimum uncertainty states of the
Schro¨dinger inequality must be of the forms (55) and
(57), simultaneously, they take the form,
ψ(x) = C exp
[
i
(
λ
2~
(x− 〈x〉)2 + 〈p〉
~
x
)]
× exp
[
− µ
2~
(x− 〈x〉)2
]
, (58)
where C is a constant.
Of course, we can obtain the solution (58) directly from
the condition (7) for the minimum uncertainty states of
the original Schro¨dinger inequality (5). Indeed, by oper-
ating 〈x| from the left on the condition (7), we obtain(
~
i
d
dx
− 〈p〉
)
ψ(x) = (λ+ iµ)(x− 〈x〉)ψ(x), (59)
which admits the solution ψ(x) = exp[S(x)] with
S(x) = i
(
λ
2~
(x− 〈x〉)2 + 〈p〉
~
x
)
− µ
2~
(x− 〈x〉)2 + C ′,
(60)
where C ′ is a constant, reproducing the solution (58).
The benefit of using the decomposed conditions lies in
the fact that it allows us to see how the solution arises
from each of the conditions, which in turn arise from
the two CS inequalities used to derive the Schro¨dinger
inequality (5).
Finally, we briefly touch upon our inequality (30) ap-
plied to the present continuous case. From (45), the norm
‖A−Aw(B)‖2 appearing in the first term of the r.h.s. of
(30) reads
‖pˆ− pˆw(xˆ)‖2 =
∫
ψ(x)=0
〈ψ|pˆ|x〉 〈x|pˆ|ψ〉 dx
= ~2
∫
ψ(x)=0
dψ∗(x)
dx
dψ(x)
dx
dx. (61)
Normally, we may encounter ψ(x) = 0 either at discrete
points (as in the case of excited states of a harmonic oscil-
lator) or continuously for a certain range (as in the case
of a localized wave packet). However, in the former case,
such points are measure zero and hence the integration
(61) yields E(pˆ, xˆ) = 0. Likewise, in the latter case we
have ψ′(x) = 0 for the range, yielding again E(pˆ, xˆ) = 0,
as long as we are dealing with smooth wave functions.
Therefore, in order for us to have E(pˆ, xˆ) 6= 0, we must
deal with wave functions which are singular at some set
of points, although it is not clear if it is admitted by a
physically interesting system.
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we have analyzed in detail the struc-
ture of the Schro¨dinger inequality [4] which underlies the
Kennard-Robertson inequality [2, 3], which is often re-
garded as the standard form of the uncertainty relation
for the product of variances of two arbitrary observables
A and B. Our basic tool for the analysis is the weak-
value operator Aw(B) introduced in our previous works
[7–9] as the optimal operator for estimating A by mea-
suring B, which was named after Aharonov’s weak value
[10, 11]. This tool provided us with a useful geometrical
picture of the operator space acting on the Hilbert space
of the quantum system, thereby yielding the decomposi-
tion of the Schro¨dinger inequality into two components
[7, 8] based on the complex (non-selfadjoint) nature of
the weak-value operator Aw(B); roughly speaking, the
Schro¨dinger inequality had been decomposed into the real
and the imaginary parts accordingly.
The decomposition allows us to find, for instance, how
the minimal uncertainty states take their shape with re-
spect to the real and imaginary components, separately.
This is exemplified in the case of A and B being posi-
tion and momentum operators, where the phase and the
modulus parts of the familiar minimal uncertainty states,
i.e., the coherent states, are seen to be determined, re-
spectively, by the conditions obtained from the two de-
composed components of the Schro¨dinger inequality.
Another, perhaps more significant, benefit of using the
weak-value operator Aw(B) is that it leads us to a novel
inequality (30) that reveals an additional contribution
E(A,B) to the lower bound of the Schro¨dinger inequality;
although one may argue that the additional term E(A,B)
vanishes in many cases, it is not difficult to find examples
for which it does not.
Of particular interest is thus to know precisely
when the extra term E(A,B) becomes non-vanishing,
rendering our inequality genuinely different from the
Schro¨dinger inequality. From the fact that E(A,B) is di-
rectly proportional to the distance between Aw(B) and A
in the operator space, a straightforward strategy would
be to to look for the condition on which the distance
becomes non-vanishing; our previous works imply that
this could be attained when, for example, the given state
happens to have a zero inner-product with an eigenstate
of B, or when B is degenerate for some of its eigenval-
ues. These cases may occur when the state is prepared to
be orthogonal to one or more of the eigenstates of B, or
when the degeneracy of B is ensured from the symmetry
of the system. Interestingly, our inequality becomes an
equality if the operator B has only two distinct eigenval-
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ues, which indicates that for lower dimensional systems
the lower bound is pretty tight. To illustrate these find-
ings, we have furnished elementary examples of spin-1
and 3/2 models in which E(A,B) is non-vanishing. Our
quantitative assessment of the terms appearing in the
supplemented Schro¨dinger inequality shows that differ-
ent types of extra terms which are allowed yields distinct
contributions for the lower bound.
It should also be noted that the presence of the extra
term in the lower bound can alter the conditions for the
minimal uncertainty states. Accordingly, we need to ex-
amine if E(A,B) vanishes in addition to confirming if the
equality conditions are met. In the familiar example of
position and momentum, however, it is implied that the
extra term vanishes identically as long as smooth wave
functions are concerned, assuring that the minimal un-
certainty states still remain the same.
Our inequality (30) with the extra term (31) permits
the interpretation that the source of the lower bound
for the product of variances is a combination of quantum
noncommutativity, classical covariance, and the measure-
ment discord [7–9] between the two observables. The
discord depends on the choice of measured operator, and
one can put it in the symmetrized form (33) by adopting
the discord from the opposite choice of measured oper-
ator, eliminating the variance altogether from the lower
bound.
In all aspects of our analysis, we have seen that the
weak-value operator plays a crucial role, exhibiting per-
haps an unexpected importance of the notion of the weak
value in quantum uncertainty. We hope that, besides
finding further applications in actual physical systems in
estimating uncertainty closely, our inequality presented
here serves as a testing ground for examining the signifi-
cance of the weak value in a broader context of quantum
foundations.
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Appendix A: Supplement to the spin-1 example
Here we provide some supplemental material for the
spin-1 example (51). We will derive (52) and confirm the
equality in (30) mentioned in Sec. V.
Let us label the eigenvalues of B as b1 = −1, b2 =
1. The projectors associated with these eigenvalues then
read
Π1 =
1
2
 1 i 0−i 1 0
0 0 0
 , Π2 = 1
2
1 −i 0i 1 0
0 0 2
 . (A1)
By introducing the abbreviation,
c := 2|x||y| cos θ, s := 2|x||y| sin θ, (A2)
the variances of the A and B are written as
‖∆A‖2 = N
2 − (|z|2 + c)2
N2
, (A3)
‖∆B‖2 = N
2 − (|z|2 − s)2
N2
. (A4)
To derive (52), we first focus on the second line of (43),
‖Aw(B)‖2
=
∥∥∥∥ ∑
i
〈Πi〉6=0
〈ΠiA〉
〈Πi〉 Πi
∥∥∥∥2
=
∥∥∥∥∥c+ i(|x|2 − |y|2)N − |z|2 + s Π1 + c+ 2|z|
2 − i(|x|2 − |y|2)
N + |z|2 − s Π2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
N(N − |z|2 − s) + 2|z|2(|z|2 + c)
N(N + |z|2 − s) . (A5)
Thus, from (42) we have
‖A−Aw(B)‖2 = 1− ‖Aw(B)‖2 = 2|z|
2
N
· N − |z|
2 − c
N + |z|2 − s .
(A6)
The product of (A4) and (A6) leads to the extra term
(52) to form the last term in the r.h.s. of (30) as expected.
Next, we confirm the correspondence between the l.h.s.
and r.h.s. of (30). The second and third terms in the
r.h.s. are∣∣∣∣12 〈{A,B}〉 − 〈A〉 〈B〉
∣∣∣∣2 =
[
|z|2N − (|z|2 + c)(|z|2 − s)
N2
]2
(A7)∣∣∣∣12 〈[A,B]〉
∣∣∣∣2 =
[
|x|2 − |y|2
N
]2
, (A8)
respectively. Noting that
(|x|2 − |y|2)2 = (N − |z|2)2 − (c2 + s2) (A9)
holds in (A8), we see that the sum of the three terms in
the r.h.s., (52), (A7), and (A8) yields
1− (|z|
2
+ c)2 + (|z|2 − s)2
N2
+
(|z|2 + c)2(|z|2 − s)2
N4
,
(A10)
which agrees with the product of (A3) and (A4) as
promised.
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iImAw(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="gMN/HPNmBlfU4HVbkLkaX1pcTDQ="> AAACd3icSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8 vSy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQsIZcaUpFaUVHvm1jrGV5fXajhpxgsoG+gZmRlamhgpGOiZmlsam1kCGZbmBhZGRgqGegZ goMwABQH5AssZYhhSGPIZkhlKGXIZUhnyGEqA7ByGRIZiIIxmMGQwYCgAisUyVAPFioCsTLB8KkMtAxdQbylQVSpQRSJQNBtIpgN50V DRPCAfZGYxWHcy0JYcIC4C6lRgUDW4arDS4LPBCYPVBi8N/uA0qxpsBsgtlUA6CaI3tSCev0si+DtBXblAuoQhA6ELr5tLGNIYLMBuz QS6vQAsAvJFMkR/WdX0z8FWQarVagaLDF4D3b/Q4KbBYaAP8sq+JC8NTA2azcAFjABYKCvgZoQZ6Rka6xkFmig7OEGjgoNBmkGJQQMY3 uYMDgweDAEMoUB7KxjmMSxnWMH4k0meSY1JA6KUiRGqR5gBBTAZAgCukZGU</latexit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="+6Xe1Z3Z2HyCfmCPU3HTMB1Vcj4="> AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqiiAIUiwVV+WmUaqufGxcWmu1UEWSOGowTUKSFrT4A7pVXLhSEBE/w40/4KI/IIhLBTcuvEkr4qJ6h5 k5c+aeO2dmNMc0PJ+oFpFaWtvaOzq7ot09vX39sYHBdc8uu7rI67ZpuwVN9YRpWCLvG74pCo4r1JJmig3tYCnY36gI1zNsa80/dMRW Sd2zjF1DV32msgvbsQSlZpVpZToTp1Q6PSPPKgyIaErJxOUAcCTQiBU7dotN7MCGjjJKELDgMzahwuNWhAyCw9wWqsy5jIxwX+AYUd aWOUtwhsrsAY97vCo2WIvXQU0vVOt8isndZWUcSXqiO3qjR7qnF/psWqsa1gi8HPKs1bXC2e4/Gcl9/Ksq8exj/0f1p2cfu5gJvRrs 3QmZ4BZ6XV85unjLza0mqxN0Ta/s/4pq9MA3sCrv+k1WrF4iyh/w/crx5mA9nZKVVDo7lZhfbHxFJ0Yxjkl+7wzmsYwV5PlcgVOc4T zyLPVIQ9JwPVWKNDRD+BXS2BcTUooM</latexit>
Aw(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="wbQJVXdco+49imWLLOt1twaBlh4=">AAACa3ichVG5TsNAEH0xd7gCaRBQRERB0FgTc4RQcTSUXIFIgCLbL MGKY1u2EwRRfoCShgIakBBCfAYNP0DBJyBEBRINBRMnCFEAs9rd2bfzZt/OaI5peD7RY0hqam5pbWvvCHd2dff0Rvr6Nzy75Ooio9um7WY11ROmYYmMb/imyDquUIuaKTa1wmLtfrMsXM+wrXX/0BE7RTVvGXuGrvoMZedzlYPq2MJ4LhInWZlOpieVGMlTqfTEdJqddIpmFCWWl CmwOBq2bEeusY1d2NBRQhECFnz2TajweGwhCYLD2A4qjLnsGcG9QBVh5pY4SnCEymiB1zyfthqoxedaTi9g6/yKydNlZgwJeqAbeqV7uqUn+vg1VyXIUdNyyLtW5won13s8sPb+L6vIu4/9b9afmn3sYSbQarB2J0Bqv9Dr/PLR6eva7GqiMkqX9Mz6L+iR7vgHVvlNv1oRq2cIc wO+qhz73dlQ5OSErKxMxucWGq1oxxBGMMb1TmEOS1hGJqjzCc5wHnqRotKgNFwPlUINThQ/TEp8AgvMjMc=</latexit>
ReAw(B)
<latexit sha1_base64="EzMmlrA96GtW6omQ581dvuuhMy4="> AAACdnichVHNTttAEP5iyl+gEOgFCamKiMLPxZoYSAgnoBeOkDSABCiy3YVaOLZlb5KClRfgBTggDiABqniMXvoCPfAIFccglQMHJk4 Q4kCZ1e7MfjvfzLe7hmdbgSS6jSldH7p7evv64wODH4eGEyOjG4Fb9U1RMl3b9bcMPRC25YiStKQttjxf6BXDFpvGwZfW+WZN+IHlOl /loSd2K/q+Y+1Zpi4ZKidGdqT4IcOCaCyXw3pjemWmnEiRqmUz+TktSep8Lj+bzXOQz9GCpiUzKkWWQsfW3MQ1dvANLkxUUYGAA8mxDR 0Bj21kQPAY20XImM+RFZ0LNBBnbpWzBGfojB7wus+77Q7q8L5VM4jYJnexefrMTCJNf+gnNek33dBfenyzVhjVaGk5ZG+0ucIrDx+PF f+9y6qwl/j+wvqvZok9LERaLdbuRUjrFmabXzs6aRYXC+lwki7ojvWf0y394hs4tXvzcl0UThHnD3h+5eTbwYamZmZVbX0utbTS+Yo+ jGMC0/zeOSxhFWsocd86znCF69iD8llJK1PtVCXW4XzCK1PoCbH8kSI=</latexit>
0}
<latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit>
}
<latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit>
} <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit>} <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="aWZeKDY7FixOEvQHj117KyoZ730=">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</latexit>
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FIG. 4. Geometric relations among the operators involved in the uncertainty relations of variances. For simplicity, 〈A〉 = 0
is assumed, which only offsets the origin. Each plane lying in the left and right represents LB , and each light gray centerline
represents SB . The black solid lines represent the lower bound given by the decomposed form of the Schro¨dinger inequality,
(24) and (26); thus Aw(B) is bounded in the shaded region. Note that all of the lengths appear in this figure depend on the
state ψ. The left depicts a generic state, while the right depicts the case where ‖A−Aw(B)‖ = 0 holds and ψ satisfies the
lower bound of the Schro¨dinger inequality (5).
Appendix B: Geometrical interpretation on the
decomposed terms
Finally, we offer below a detailed visual comparison
among the various terms of the Schro¨dinger equality in
view of the geometric description introduced in our previ-
ous works [7, 8], which we have also reviewed in Sec. III.
Dividing both sides of our inequality (30) by ‖∆B‖,
we can illustrate the operators involved in each of the
terms as shown in Fig. 4. Here, the position of Aw(B),
which is projected from A onto the plane LB , lies in the
shaded regions on account of the decomposed compo-
nents, (24) and (26). When the state ψ attains the lower
bound, Aw(B) resides at the intersections of the black
solid lines in Fig. 4. The lower bound of the Schro¨dinger
inequality (5), on the other hand, can be attained only
when ‖A−Aw(B)‖ = 0 holds, namely A corresponds to
Aw(B) as shown in the right of Fig. 4, at which point the
two novel relations are equivalent to this inequality.
In addition, when the covariance term∣∣ 1
2 〈{A,B}〉 − 〈A〉 〈B〉
∣∣ is zero, then we end up with the
KR inequality (6). Now, in the right of Fig. 4, the lines
representing the lower bound (24) of the covariance term
reduce to the dashed line, ReAw(B) reduces to zero,
and A (and Aw(B)) corresponds to i ImAw(B).
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